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BOUNDED GEODESICS OF RIEMANN SURFACES
AND HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS

J. L. FERNÁNDEZ AND M. V. MELIÁN

Abstract. We study the set of bounded geodesies of hyperbolic manifolds. For

general Riemann surfaces and for hyperbolic manifolds with some finiteness

assumption on their geometry we determine its Hausdorff dimension. Some

applications to diophantine approximation are included.

Introduction

0.1. A Riemann surface 3$, other than the sphere, the plane, the cylinder

and the tori, has the upper half plane H2 = {z = x + \f—\y £ C : y > 0} as

its universal cover, and thus can be given as a quotient of H2 by a Fuchsian

group T, i.e., a discrete group of Möbius transformations of H2. The group

Möb(H2) of Möbius transformations of H2 is also the group of (orientation

preserving) isometries of the Poincaré metric of H2 : ds2 = y~2(dx2 + dy2),

and thus one may projects this metric onto 3?, and M becomes a complete

Riemannian surface of constant negative curvature. Conversely, such a surface

can be endowed with a conformai structure in a canonical way by means of

isothermal coordinates. It is well known that these correspondences of structures

are inverses of each other.

In this paper the term Riemann surface means a complete Riemannian sur-

face of constant negative curvature or a Riemann surface with the upper half

plane as universal cover. We shall frequently switch between the upper half

plane H2 and the unit disk D models of hyperbolic geometry.

Given a point p on a Riemann surface 3$, we denote by S(p) the unit

circle of the tangent plane of 3Î at p, and for every v £ S(p) we let yv(t)

denote the unit speed geodesic emanating from p at time 0 in the direction

v . If such a geodesic ray remains at a bounded distance from the starting point

p at all times t > 0 we call it a bounded geodesic. We denote by 3§(3i , p) or

3§(p) the set of directions v £ S(p) such that the geodesic yv(t) is bounded.

The aim of this paper is to prove the following

Theorem 1. For any Riemann surface 3? = B/Y, other than the punctured disk,

and every p £ 3? the Hausdorff dimension of 3§(3$, p) is ô(T). If 3? is the

punctured disk then 3? (3?, p) is empty.
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Hereafter HD will denote Hausdorff dimension with respect to the natural

induced distance in S(p). As usual we shall denote by 8(Y) or 6(31) the

exponent of convergence of the Fuchsian group Y, or the Riemann surface 3i ,

which is defined as

8(Y) = inf{a > 0 : £ (1 - 17(0)1)" < +oo}.
j-er

We refer to [C] or [R] for definitions and background on Hausdorff dimension

and a-dimensional content. For background concerning Möbius groups we refer

to [A], [B] and [N].

Remark. By the way, the case of exceptional Riemann surfaces endowed with

their canonical geometries is very simple. C and the tori are compact surfaces.

In the plane no geodesic is bounded, while in the cylinder only two geodesies

from each point are bounded.

These results originate in a classical theorem of Jarnik [J]. This theorem

states that the Hausdorff dimension of the set of real numbers which are badly

approximable by rational numbers, i.e., those x £ K such that

x-P-
Q 9

for every pair p, q of relative prime integers, (e.g., the golden ratio), has

Hausdorff dimension one. Jarnik's theorem can be interpreted in terms of the

set of bounded geodesies emanating from a fixed point of the surface Jl —

H2/5L(2, Z). Here SL(2, Z) is the group of 2 x 2 matrices with integer

entries and on the quotient J? one projects the Poincaré metric of H2 .

Riemann surfaces 31 of finite area have exponent of convergence 8(31) = 1

and it was known that the set of directions v £S(p) suchthat yv is bounded has

Hausdorff dimension one. This is a consequence of Patterson's extension [PI] of

Jarnik's theorem. This result was further extended by Dani [D] who showed that

for a complete Riemannian manifold of constant negative sectional curvature

and finite volume the set of directions v £ S(p) such that yv is bounded has

full Hausdorff dimension. Some particular cases are considered in [M]. Our

Theorem 1 completes the picture in the two-dimensional case.

Similarly, following the proof of Theorem 1 one also obtains analogous results

in higher dimensions. For n = 3 one has the following

Theorem 1'. For any geometrically finite hyperbolic 3-manifold J£ = H3/r,

except the quotients of purely parabolic groups, and every pe/ the Hausdorff

dimension of 33(Jf, p) is 8(Y).

This result also holds for ¿€ = H3/r with Y an increasing union of a

sequence of geometrically finite Kleinian groups.

For general dimension, a proof similar to Theorem 1 gives the same conclu-

sion under the assumption that not all cusps have non-maximal rank, which in

particular, includes the theorem of Dani quoted above.

Once this work was completed and the manuscript ready, we received from

B. Stratmann a preprint of his where he also studies the Hausdorff dimension of
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the set of bounded geodesies of finite type hyperbolic manifolds. Our result is

stronger in dimension 2 since it is valid for an arbitrary Riemann surface with

no finiteness assumption. On the other hand, for dimensions greater than 4 we

require an extra assumption concerning the rank of the cusps of the manifolds.

The proofs are different. Also, more recently, C. Bishop and P. Jones have been

able to show in [BJ] that Theorem 1' is true in any dimension and with no

finiteness assumption.

Our strategy for the proof of Theorem 1 is the following: In section 1 we will

show how to reduce the proof to the case of Riemann surfaces of finite type,

i.e., with finitely generated fundamental group. That case is further divided

into two cases. If there are no cuspidal ends the proof is quite easy and it is

described in section 2. In the more interesting case of Riemann surfaces with

cusps we shall obtain a more precise result (Theorem 2), which is the content of

section 3. The higher dimensional version, Theorem 1', is explained in section

5.

0.2. Connection with the conical limit set. Write 31 - B/Y, where Y is a

Fuchsian group acting on the unit disk B with no elliptic elements. Recall

the definitions of the limit set A(Y) and the conical limit set AC(T) and also

the well-known fact that the Hausdorff dimension of the conical limit set of a

Fuchsian group Y coincides with the exponent 8(Y), see, e.g., [N]. Now, we

introduce a subset, denoted A¿(r), of the conical limit set as follows, we say

that e'e £ dB belongs to Kb(Y) if there exist p = p(ew) < 1 , d = d(e'e) > 0
and a sequence {yn} of elements of Y such that

(i)    \ew - yn(0)\ < c(l - \yn(0)\)

and

(ii)    i/>» < (I - \7„m\) < dp".

Notice that the first condition alone determines the conical limit points. It is

clear that if we use any other point z £B instead of 0 we obtain the same set.

Geometrically, the conditions above simply mean that

sup dist(ri>,6\ r(0)) <oo
0<r<l

or, equivalently, that the geodesic in P from 0 (or z £ B ) ending at e'e

remains at all times at a bounded distance from the orbit of 0 (or z ). Here

dist means hyperbolic distance in P.

Now, if yv is a geodesic on 3Î = B/Y and if we let % be a lifting in P of

yv , it is clear that if yv is bounded, then the endpoint of yv has to be a point

in Ab(Y), and conversely. Hence,

HD(3S(p)) = HD(Ab(Y)) < HD(AC(Y)) = 8(Y).

We may allow elliptic elements in the Fuchsian group, and with no essential

changes in the argument one also obtains in that case that HD(Ab(Y)) - 8(Y).

0.3.   Some notations and basic definitions.   For a Fuchsian group Y we shall

denote the limit set and the conical limit set, respectively, by A(T) and AC(Y).

We will use I(a, R) to denote the open interval of center a and radius R .

If / = I(a, R) and c > 0 we will denote I(a, cR) by cl and furthermore, if
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sf is a collection of intervals, si = {I(ak , Rk)}, we will denote the collection

{I(ak,cRk)} by car*.
For a point a £R, and a positive number R, we shall denote by H(a, R)

the euclidean disk contained in H2, of euclidean radius R, and which is tangent

to the real line at the point a . Such a disk is called a horodisk, and the point

a is its base point. The interval I(a, r) is called the shadow of the horodisk

H(a,r).
Given a set E, dE will denote its boundary. If E is a finite set, #E denotes

the number of elements of E. If (X, d) is a metric space, and £ei, and

a £ (0, 1], we denote the Hausdorff a-dimensional content (with respect to the

metric d ) of the set E by Ma(E). It is defined as

Ma(E) = inf{Yina},

the infimum being taken over all countable coverings of E by balls of radius

r¡. The Hausdorff dimension (with respect to d ) of the set E is defined by

HD(E) := inf{a : Ma(E) = 0} .
We will say that two functions A, B are comparable if there exist constants

cx, C2 such that cxB < A < C2B and we will write A ~ B. The letters C, c ,

and Ci. will denote generic absolute constants.

1. Reduction to surfaces of finite type

Write a general Riemann surface 3? as a quotient 31 = H2/r, where Y is a

Fuchsian group with no elliptic elements. As we have seen in the introduction,

(0.2), the inequality
HD(33(p)) < 8(Y)

is straightforward.

Now, we will show that the opposite inequality holds for 31, assuming that

the theorem is true for Riemann surfaces of finite type.

Let Y„ be an increasing sequence of finitely generated subgroups whose union

is T. By a theorem of Sullivan, [SI], one has that

8(Y) = lim 8(Y„).

On the other hand, it is clear that for each n ,

Ab(Yn) c Ab(Y)

but, we are assuming that HD(Ab(Yn)) = 8(Y„), since Y„ is finitely generated.

One concludes, as desired, that HD(Ab(Y)) > 8(Y).

2. Riemann surfaces with no cuspidal ends

We have seen in section 1 that it is enough to prove Theorem 1 under the

extra assumption that 3Î is of finite type. In this case the Riemann surface 3t

can be split into a disjoint union (see [P3])

k I

m = m2 /r = Ao u U Y¡ u (J Zj
;=1 y=l

where X0 is compact; each Y¿ is isometric to Sx x [a,, +00), for some a, > 0,

with the metric dr2 + cosh2 r do2 and Zj is isometric to Sx x [log27t, +00)

with the metric dr2 + e~2rd62.
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The Yi 's are called funnels and the Z¡ 's are called cusps or cuspidal ends.

Notice that the infimum of the lengths of the loops in the nontrivial free ho-

motopy class of each cusp is zero, while on each funnel 7, it is equal to the

length of the simple closed geodesic bounding the funnel, namely, 2n cosh a,.

Also, observe that the length of the finite boundary of each cusp is 1 . This is

Shimizu's lemma, see [Be].

If 31 does not have cuspidal ends, then 33 (p) is the set of geodesies which

stay within a fixed bounded region in 3Í which does not depend on the geodesic

and which contains the point p . However, if 3Î has cuspidal ends, then a di-

rection v £ S(p) belongs to 33 (p) if the geodesic yv remains within a bounded

region in 31 which depends on the geodesic and which contains the point p .

As usual we will denote by C(3$) the convex core of 31, i.e.,

k

C(3?) =3?\{J Y¡.
¡=i

Now, assume that 3Î does not have cusps. Then a geodesic yv which re-

mains in the convex core C(3ê) at all times is bounded since in this case

C(3l) is compact. But yv stays in C(3l) if and only if a lifting yv of yv

to H2 stays in C(A(T)), the convex hull in H2 of the limit set. And there-

fore HD(33(p)) > HD(A(Y)). But since Y is geometrically finite and has no

parabolics elements then A(Y) = AC(Y). Consequently, HD(33(p)) > 8(Y).
Notice that for Riemann surfaces of finite type with no cuspidal ends the three

limit sets that we are considering actually coincide, A(Y) = AC(Y) = Ab(Y).

3. Riemann surfaces with cuspidal ends

The previous two sections have reduced the proof of Theorem 1 to get a

lower bound for HD(¿$(p)) for 31 of finite type with at least one cuspidal

end. But in this particular case we shall obtain a more precise result which we

now describe.
For each cusp Z,, and positive h, we let Z¡(h) denote the region of Z/

isometric to 5' x [log27t + h, +oo), which is the set of points of Z/ whose

distance from the boundary is at least h. From now on the distance inside a

cusp from the boundary loop will be called the height into the cusp. We consider

now the set 33(p, h) of directions v £ S(p) such that the geodesic yv remains

in C(3î) \ U'=1 Zj(h) at all times.
We shall obtain the following estimate on the Hausdorff dimension of the set

33(p,h).

Theorem 2. Let 3? = E2/Y be of finite type with at least one cuspidal end. Then

there exists c = c(Y) > 0 such that for all  h > 0

c
HD(33(p,h))>8(Y)-T.

h

Given a fixed cusp Z there exists a conjugacy class of maximal cyclic parabol-

ic subgroups of T, also called a cusp, which contains a subgroup of Y generated

by a parabolic element y , say, with fixed point £ in the limit set of Y. Besides,
there exists a Möbius transformation A such that ^4(oo) = Ç and A~x o y o A
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is the translation z i—► z + 1. Also, there exists a half plane

U = {z £C: Imz> 1}

verifying that the image of A(U) under n : H2 —► H2/r, the canonical pro-

jection, is homeomorphic to Z [K, p. 52].

By a theorem of Shimizu [K, p. 60] we have that the set

f    ftr\ a-\     r      a\   r-jil
\g(\J) : g£A    oYoA\{id}j

consists of a pairwise disjoint and countable family of euclidean balls contained

in H2 with euclidean diameter at most 1 . These balls are tangent to R at

certain base-points a¡ ; these points are the parabolic fixed points which are

fixed by the elements in the conjugacy class in A~x oY ° A of the translation

z i—y z + \. Also, notice that a, = (A~x o y¡ o A)(oo) with y, £ Y \ Yç and

Y( = {y£Y: y(£) = {} .
Henceforth we will refer to these balls as the horodisks corresponding to the

cusp Z . Recall the notations, (0.3), for horodisks H(a, R), and their shadows

I(a,R).
For all / > 0 we will denote by A(t) the set of points ¿¡ £ A(Y) satisfying

\Í-a¡\ >tRt

for all the horodisks H(a,, R¡) corresponding to all the cusps.

The set U(>0^(i) is the set of badly approximate points by parabolic fixed

points, and Theorem 2 follows from the following estimate on the size of each

particular A(t).

Theorem 3. Let 31 = H2 /Y be a Riemann surface of finite type with at least one

cuspidal end. Then for e < eç>,

Mó{r)_£(A(t)) > 0

with e - t^-jt and c a positive constant. In particular,

HD(A(t)) > 8(Y) - e

Here we use Ma , with 0 < a < 1 , to denote a-dimensional Hausdorff

content, see (0.3).

Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3 and the following geometric observation

(see [S2]): we may identify the set A(ct) with a subset of 33(p, logy) in a

smooth manner. This is done as follows. Let yv be a geodesic on 31 and yv

be a lifting of yv to H2. Let is! be the endpoint of yv and let H(a, R)

be a horodisk associated to some cusp Zy. Denote by tx the entry time of %

in H (a, R) and Í2 the exit time. Then if \x - a\ - r < R, then the maximum

height attained by yv into the cusp Z¡ between times tx and ?2 is comparable

to logy . Now, if x £ A(ct) then the maximum height attained in all cusps is

finite, and since x £ A(Y) then the geodesic yv remains in C(3?)\\JJ=] Zj(h)

for some h .

The key of the proof of Theorem 3 is the construction of certain Cantor-like

sets contained in U,>o A({) ■ The description of these Cantor sets is the content

of the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. There exist 0 < p < j, c > 0 and nx £ N such that for all n > nx

and t = p", there exists a Cantor set Ct with the following properties:

(i) Ct = DfcloU/^e^ h where J^ = {/0 = I(a, r0)} with r0 > t and in
general each 3% is a finite collection of disjoint intervals on R with radii

comparable to rk = trk_l.

(ii) If I (a, r) £ J^j, then the center a is the base point of some horodisk

H(a, R) corresponding to a fixed cusp Z and the radius r = sR with

s a positive constant. Moreover, r ~ tr' where r' is the radius of some

interval of the family ¿?j-X.
(iii)  There exists a constant c', 0 < d < 1, such that each interval in J*j is

contained in some interval of c'Jrl-X.

(iv) For all j, every interval of J*j contains the same number of intervals of

<J)+X. This number is comparable to l/tâ^rK

Finally,

(v)   A(ct)DQ.

(vi)   MS(r)_£(Ct)> 0,1/6 = ^.

We also need some properties of the Patterson measure p, see [P3], [SI],

and also [N], which is a canonical T-conformal probability measure of exponent

8 = 8(Y) supported on the limit set. We recall that p being a T-conformal

measure means that p is finite on bounded sets and satisfies

M*)) = / \7'\ôdp
Jx

for all 7 £ Y and all measurable X c A(Y). We recall also, see [N], that if Y

is geometrically finite then the Patterson measure is atomless.

In the next lemma we record a precise estimate, due to Sullivan and Tukia,

see [S3] and [Tul], of the value of p on some intervals.

Lemma 2. Let Ç £ A(Y), then

fi(I(t,r))~r*v><t>{(Ç,r))
l-ô

where 0((¿;, r)) ~ (R)       if the point (£,/•) £ H2  belongs to a horodisk of

radius R corresponding to a cusp. Otherwise 0((£, r)) ~ 1.

Remark. There is an anologous statement in higher dimensions. Specifically, if

the point (Ç, r) £ Md+X belongs to a horoball H (a, R) associated to a cusp Z

of rank k , then <D((£, r)) ~ (f )k~ô . Otherwise, <P((£, r)) ~ 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 follows inmediately from properties (v) and

(vi) of the Cantor set described in Lemma 1. We show now how these two

properties are obtained and postpone the construction of the Cantor set to the

next section.

Proof of iy) of Lemma 1. Notice that we have fixed a cusp Z , and that at first

sight it appears as if only information about height into that specific cusp could

be obtained.
To prove that C, c A(ct), we let C £ C¡ ; then for each 7 = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ there

exists a horodisk H(a¡, R¡), say, associated to Z , such that |¿; - a¡\ < cor,

with rj ~ Rj and cq a positive constant.
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An elementary geometric argument shows that for two disjoint horodisks

H(a, R) and H(b, S) one has

(3.1) \a-b\>2R$S±.

Now, let H(a, R) be a horodisk corresponding to some cusp, not necessarily

to the one we have fixed in the construction of Ct, namely, Z . We must show

that

(3.2) £ - a\ > ctR.

Using (3.1) we get that

(3.3) |{-a\ >\ß- aj\ -\Ç- aj\ > 2Ä* R]  - c0rj.

Since rj ~ Rj for all j we have that there exist absolute constants cx, C2 > 0

such that cxrj < Rj < c2rj . First, we notice that if R > ^ , then by (3.3) for

j = 0 we have \Ç - a\> corn > c§t > c^tR, since R < 1 . This gives (3.2).

On the other hand, if R < £YSi, then since the rj's tend to 0, there exists

j > 1 such that Co2rj <cxR< co2r7-_i . Then, using that cxr¡ < Rj(t\) and that

R > ^sJi in (3.3) we get that \Ç-a\> cQrj. Finally, rj = trj-X > j^tR, which

gives the desired inequality (3.2)

Proof of (vi) of Lemma 1. If C, c A(ct) is the Cantor set of Lemma 1, then we

must show that

(3.3) MS{r)_£(Ct) > 0

with e = jí^j and c a positive constant independent of t. To show (3.3) we

will follow a well-known idea of Frostman: we will construct a probability mea-

sure u, supported in Ct, with the property that for all intervals / = I(a¡, r¡)

(3.4) ut(I) < Cn^-E

with C > 0, e = Tj^jr and c a positive constant independent of t.

From (3.4) it is clear that for all covering {Is — I(as, rs)} of Ct we would

have that

1 =Vt(Ct) < S Ml HC^r/^*
s s

and, consequently, that MSxy)-e(Ct) > 0.

We will define vt on the intervals in the successive generations {J^} induc-

tively. First, vt(h) = 1 and then

Mh+\) = Mh+i n Ct) := jj— u,(Ik),        V/¿+i € J^+i.
'fc+i

*h
•

And for any set U c R

i/,(i/) := inf 53 !/,(/•)

where the infimum is taken over all the coverings ¿F of U with intervals in
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Since ^ ~ pip we have that Mh+i) ~ t^Mh).

To verify (3.4) we assume first that I = Ik £J^k . Then, there exist cx, C2>

0, independent of t, such that vt(Ik) < (cxtS(^>) and r¡ > (C2t)k . It is not

difficult to see that taking t — p" small enough, i.e., n large enough, we have

that for e > a(r)1?ic7"'oec' >
logic2 — I log/1

Mh) < (citS{r))k < (c2t)mr)-£) < ns^-E.

Now, let us assume that I ^ Ik for all 4^4 and all k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . If
I <t-Io and / n C, ^ 0, then since Ct C c'To we have that 2r/ > ( 1 - c')rn. So,

if we have that ut(c'I0) < C(c'r0f{T)~£, then we also get

Ml) < Mc'h) < C(dr0fr)-£ < cv/tn-£.

Hence, we may assume / c c'/n .

Let k - k(I) = max{y : I C Ij for some Ij £ Jy} . We can assume without

loss of generality that / intersects at least two intervals of the generation of

c'Jlk+x and so there exists c^, c$ > 0 such that c$rk+x < r¡ < c^rk . Since

ric+\ = trk , we get that c3 trk < r¡ < c4rk .

We have that

MI) <    5Z    v^+i) < cxtö{r)#{Ik+x  : lnlk+x ¿ 0} ut(Ik+x).

By comparing /¿-measures we have that

#{Ik+x  : lnlk+x¿0}p(lk+x)<p(lk).

From Lemma 1 we know that each I}■ e J^;, j = 1, 2, • • • , is centered in a

parabolic fixed point and r, is comparable to the radii of the horodisk with

the same base point corresponding to the cusp Z . So, the /¿-measure of each

Ij is comparable to the /i-measure of the corresponding horodisk. Using that

r, ~ //■;_! and Lemma 2,

ßdM) ~ rk+xW ~ (trkfr) ~ ñr)p(Ik).

Therefore

#{Ik+x : mik+x¿0}<Wj

and so we get that

MI) < cxC"ut(Ik+x) < C'rk+Xs^-E < Cr/^-E.

4. Construction of Cantor sets. Proof of Lemma 1

The construction of the Cantor sets of Lemma 1 requires the next two lem-

mas. The first one concerns the equidistribution of horodisks corresponding to

a single cusp and it is akin to a local version of Proposition 4 in [S2].
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Lemma 3. There exist p £ (0, j), s > 1 such that for each cusp Z¡ we can find

a horodisk H¡ = H(a'¡, R'¡) associated to Z¡ with the property that: for every

n > «o = «o(r, s) there is a collection T„(Z¡) of horodisks corresponding to this
cusp Zi such that

(i) if H(a, R) £ Tn(Z,), then a £ I(a¡, sR¡) and R £ [pn+x, pn).

(ii)  #TH(Z,)~{l/p*y.

Proof. See appendix.

Notice that there exists cx > 0 such that for n large enough we have

53       p(I(a,R))<cxp(I(a'¡,sR'/)).
H(a,R)eT„(Zl]

Besides,

53       p(I(a,R))~#Tn(%)(p")s^.
H(a,R)eT„(Z,)

Hence, Lemma 3 is telling us that up fixed constants the number of horodisks

of T„(Z¡) is maximal.

We will also need the following result in the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 4. Let Hx = H(ax, Rx) and H2 = H(a2, R2) be two horodisks corre-
sponding to the same cusp Z . Then, given C > \, there exists yx, 72 € Y such

that

(i)      y,(Hx) = H2, i =1,2,

(ii)     ¿^<|7',(z)l<3^, for Re(z-ax)>0,     \z-ax\<CRx,

(iii)   JC 7T - |72(Z)I - 3lt ' for Re(z-ax)<0,     \z-ax\<CR
q I\X

Proof. Since Hx and H2 correspond to the same cusp we know that there exists

7 £ Y such that 7(^1) — Hi ■ Besides it is clear, see, e.g., [K, p. 60], that there

exist 7i, )>2 in the stabilizer of «2 such that 7, = y¡ o y e Y satisfy

(i)    y,(Hx) = H2,   i =1,2,
(ii) 7¡(ax + 27?iv/-T) = Wi with w¡ £ dH2 such that the hyperbolic length

of the portion of dH2 between w¡ and a2 + 2R2\/^Ï is less than or equal to

1   (¿=1,2). Moreover, Re(u;i - «2) > 0 and Re(w2 - a2) < 0.

Let us denote by Hç, the horocyle H0 = H(0, 1 ). We now show that if n is

a Möbius transformation of H2,

(i')     n(H0) = H0,

(ii') rç(2\/-T) = w , where the hyperbolic length of the portion of Hq be-

tween 2\/-T, w is less than or equal to 1 and Re(iu)>0.

Then 1/(3C) < \n'(z)\ < 3 for \z\ < C and Re(z) > 0.
The desired result for yx is then obtained by composing n with translations

and dilations. The argument for 72 is similar.
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Let n(z) = ff^j with ad - be = 1 . Since n(0) = 0 we know that b = 0.

Let w = xq + yo\/-7, using that n(2\/^\) = w we get

4c
Xo =

d(4c2 + d2)'

2
yo

4c2 + d2 '

From (ii') one deduces that 0 < xq < 1 and 1 < y o < 2. Hence we get

Í 0<4^ <4c2 + d2,

I 1 <4c2 + d2<2

and, consequently, 0 < c/d < 1/2 and 1/2 < d2 < 2 .

Therefore for z = x + yv^l with |z| < C and x > 0 we have that

Ir <c2\z\2 + d2 + 2cdx< ?-C2
2 2

and since

\7'(z)\2 =
\cz + d\2     c2\z\2 + d2 + 2cdx

we get the result.

We are now ready to give the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let 5 and «o(r, s) as in Lemma 3.  We fix a horodisk,

Ho = H(ao, Rq) , which corresponds to the cusp Z .

Let H' = H (a', R') be the horodisk corresponding to Z given in Lemma 3.

This H' will play the role of a reference unit in the construction.

We start by defining %f§ = {Ho} , J^ = {/o = I(ao, ro)} , where ro = sRo .

For the first generation we use the family T„ = T„(Z) (n > no) from Lemma

3. Without loss of generality we can suppose that half of the intervals of the

family Tn have centers in [a', oo). Moreover, by Lemma 4 there exists y £ Y

such that

(1) y(H') = Ho,

(2) ¿§<|7'(z)l<3^,      for   \z-a'\<(2s)R',  Re(z-a')>0.

Notice that if H(ä, R) = y(H(a, R) for some H(a, R) £ Tn with a £
[a', oo), then R ~ f$ pn+x. Hence R ~ R0t with t = pn+l .

Now, for n large enough it is clear that there is a subcollection fn c Tn

such that the set %fx = {y(H(a, R)) : H(a, R) £ fn} satisfies

(i) For all Hi = H(a¡, R¡), H¡ = H(a¡, Rj) £ %[, I(a¡, sR¡) n I(aj, sRj)
= 0.

(ii) There exists 0 < d < 1  such that if H(a, R) £ Wx , then I(a, sR) C

I(a0, c'sRo).
(iii) If H (a ,R)£^X then R~R0t with t = pn+x .

(iv) m~(\/Pn+x)s.

Finally, we let

<yx = {I(a,sR) : H(a,R)£.
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By construction, it is clear that the intervals of J^ are disjoint with radii com-

parable to rx := r0t and that Sx c c'Jq . Besides,

1
#3*1 =#<m

¿¿(H •

Now, let us assume that we have reached the 7-th stage and that we have al-

ready constructed %fx, ■■■ , %*j, Sx, ■■■ ,Sj and that r} has been defined. Let

us number the horodisks in ßtj as Hx, ■ ■ ■ , Hk with respective radii Rx, ■■■ ,

Rk . By Lemma 4, for each Hu e ^ there exists yu £ Y such that

(1')   yu(H') = Hu,

(2')   ¿^HW(Z)I^3^> for   \z-*\<K, Re(z-a')>0.

For each u, and using the yu 's we first define the family of horodisks

^j+x,u = {yu(H(a,R)) : H(a,R)£^x}.

If H(a, R) £ J?j+XtU , then R ~ |f pn+x ~ rjt. Besides # JTJ+X <s = #HX ~ ^ .

The union of these collections of horodisks is the family ß?j+x , namely, <%j+x =

üu=X^j+l,u-

And finally, we define

JrJ+x={I(a,sR) : H(a,R)£JTj+x}.

By construction it is again clear that the intervals of the family J^+i are disjoint

with radii comparable to r¡+x := rjt and that J*/+i c c'Jy.

This finishes the inductive step of the construction of the set Ct.

5. Hyperbolic 3-manifolds

The proof of Theorem 1 ' is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 except that

now when « = 3 and there are cusps and all of non-maximal rank the proof

of the crucial lemma has to be modified, requiring a new idea which we now

explain.

For any geometrically finite group Y it is known [Tu 1 ,Tu2] that its parabolic

fixed points have cusp neighbourhoods. We recall that for any parabolic fixed

point p , an open set (Ici   is called a cusp neighbourhood of p if there exists

h £ Möb(H3) such that h(p) = oc and

(i)   h(U) = H3 \ (Rk x ß3"*) where B3~k is the unit ball of R3"* and k

is the rank of the cusp.

(ii)   closure(c/)nA(r) = {/?}.
(iii)   y(U) = U for all y £ Yp and y(U) n U = 0 for all y £ Y \ Yp .

Notice that h~x ({(xx, x2, xz) £ R3 : x3 > 1}) is the horoball with base-point

The substitute for Lemma 4 that we need is the following:

Lemma 4'. Let Hx = H(ax, Rx) and H2 = H(ü2 , R2) be two horoballs corre-

sponding to the same cusp Z . Then, given C > 1 there exists yx, 72 £ Y such

that
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(i)      yi(Hx) = H2,   i =1,2,
and for x = (xx, X2, X3) £ H3,

(ii)   ^Ti-M&ÏÏ-'T1'     ^ (*''*2)€Öi,  \x-"i\<CRx .

(iii)   YcT-^^-^R1,      if (xi>x2)£Q2>    \x-ax\<CRx.

Here K is a positive constant and Qx, Q2 denote the two complementary half

planes in R2 of a line in R2 through ax.

Proof. Let q be the rank of the cusp. As remarked above cusps of maximal

rank ( q = 2 ) are handled as in the proof of Lemma 4.

Let q = 1 . Without loss of generality we can suppose that Z is the cusp

corresponding to the transformation  (xx, x2, X3) —► (xx + 1, x2, Xj)  and

[Too := HI \ (1 x 52) is the cusp neighbourhood at infinity.

Since Hx and H2 correspond to the same cusp Z , we have that there exist

7,■ £ Y(i = 1,2) such that

H, c U, := HU^)

with U¡ a cusp neighbourhood at the base point a¡ of the horoball H¡. Let us

denote by A, the "north" pole of H¡ ( a¡ is the south pole).

_3
The set 77(17)  is the convex hull in H    of two disks B¡j = B(c¡j, R¡j)

(j = 1, 2) in R2 such that BiX n Bi2 = {a,}. Let C, be the geodesic in E3
of maximum euclidean length with end-points in dBnUdBa-  C¡ and //, are

tangent; let the point of tangency be denoted by p,, then it is geometrically

clear that the hyperbolic distance from the north pole A,  of H¡ to p¡ is at

most 1.

Notice that q¡ := y¡~x(p¡) = (t,■■, 0, 1) for some t,■ £ R. Let co be the trans-

formation (xx, X2, x3) —► (xx + 1, X2, X}) £ Y. Consider nk = 72 cok f[x ,

Vk £ Z. Observe that nk(Hx) = H2 and nk(ax) = a2. The important fact

is that for each k the point nk~x(N2) lies in yx(Lx) where Lx is the line in

Xi = 1 through 72~1(A2) which is parallel to {X2 = 0, X3 = 1} . Similarly,

for all k the point nk(Nx) lies in 72(^-2) where L2 is the line parallel to Lx

through f[x(Nx). Using that dist(A(-, p¡) < 1 for ¿ = 1,2 one gets that
dist(L. , L2) <2.

Let ko £ Z besuchthat Xi(nko~x(N2)) is maximum, i.e., dist(r7fc0~1(A2), Nx)

is minimum. Since dist(Li, ¿2) < 2 we have that dist(nkx(N2), Nx) < 3 .

Now, let 7! = nko+2 and 72 = r/^_2.  Then dist(7,(Ai), N2) < 5 for i =

1   2'

It is geometrically clear that

\yx~x(oo) - 72-'(oc)| > d0Rx and c[Rx < \yrx(^)\ < d2Rx       (1 = 1, 2)

for some positive constants c'0 , c[, d2 . Take L to be the line through ax and

the midpoint of the segment joining 71-1(oc) and 72~'(oc),and Qx, Q2 to
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be the complementary half planes of the line L such that y¡~x(oo) £ Q¡ (i =

1,2). Then for all x £ Q¡ (i = 1, 2), we have that |x - yj~x(oo)| > c0Rx for

j £ {1, 2} and j / /. Here Co is also a positive constant.

Now, let us denote by Hq the horocycle H0 = H(0, 1). Let r¡ be a Möbius
transformation of H3 such that

(i')     n(Ho) = Ho .
(ii') n((0, 0, 2)) = x , where the hyperbolic distance between (0,0,2) and

x is less than or equal to 5 .
For xeI3 such that |x| < C and \x - f7_1(oo)| > cq , we will show that

(5.1)
1

KC
< W(x)\ < K, for an absolute constant K > 0.

The desired result for 7,   (¿=1,2), is then obtained by composing n with

translations and dilations.

In order to get (5.1) we will use the representation by quaternions of the

Mobius transformations acting on H3 (see, e.g., [A], [B] for details). We will

identify (xx, X2 , X3) £ H3 with the quaternion xx + X21 + X3J.

For all x = Xi + X2Í + X3J we have that

ax + b
"(i) = 777T77

with a, b, c, d £ C and ad - be = I.
Since n(0) = 0 we know that b = 0. Let x = xx + x2i + X3J. Using that

n(2)) = x we get

xx =

x2

X3 =

4 Re(cíí)

|úí|2(4|c|2 + |úf|2)'

4 Im(cd)

\d\2(4\c\2 + \d\2)'

2

4\c\2 + \d\2'

From  (ii')  we have that d < X3 < 2, for some d > 0, and  |x| < 1

Moreover, from the equalities for xi, xj one deduces that

\_c[ _ (x2 + x|)'/2

1^1= 2X3

Hence we get
\_c[     J_
\d\ - 2d '

{ l<4|cf+ |¿|2<^

and, consequently, |c| < cx\d\ and c2 < \d\ < c3 for some positive constants

cx , c2 , Ci .

Therefore for x = X1+X2Í+X3J with |x| < C and |x+£| = \x-n~x(oo)\ > cq

we have that: If C|c| < ^ , then

\cx + d\>\d\-C\c\>^>j.
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If C\c\ > if , then

\cx + d\ = \c\\x+d-\>Co\c\>C^>Cj£.

Moreover, \cx + d\ < C\c\ + \d\ < (Ccx + l)\d\ < (Ccx + l)c3.

Since |7'(x)| = l/|cx + d\ we get the result.

6. Applications

Theorem 4. Let 31 be a complete noncompact Riemann surface with at least a

cuspidal end Z . If E is the set of directions v £ S(p) such that the geodesic

yv attains a maximal height into the cusp Z . Then HD(E) = 1.

Proof. We consider two different cases depending on whether 31 has Green

function or not.

If 31 has Green function then it is a well-known result that given a point

p £ 31 for almost all v £ S(p) the geodesic yv in 3? satisfies

d&(p, 7v(t)) —► oo     as t -y oo

where d^ is the distance in 3Î. So the result follows in this case. On the

other hand, if 31 does not have Green function then 8(3?) = 1, see [A], and

Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 1.

For any A £ R we denote by Y(k) the subgroup of Mob(H2) generated by

z^z + k,        z->—.
z

These groups are called Hecke groups.

Hecke showed in [H] that Y(k) is properly discontinuous if and only if

(i)   A = 2 cos | with q £lL and q > 3 , when A < 2 .

(ii)   X £ R  when A > 2 .

In [Ro] Rosen introduced the following class of continued fractions intrinsi-

cally related to the Hecke groups,

1       1                                  1
(mQ, —, — ,•-•):= n%Q + :—-j—

mx    m2 m, +

where m¡ £ XL. These continued fractions are called A-fractions.

In [Ro] it is shown that for k > 2 every real number in the limit set of Y(k)

may be represented uniquely as a A-fraction. For k < 2 the notion of reduced

A-fraction is introduced and it is shown that every real number has a unique

representation as a reduced A-fraction.

The following result of Rosen describes the elements of Y(k).

Theorem [Ro]. A transformation T(z) = ff±£ e Y(k) if and only ifyz+p

a      , I 1   .
- = (m0, —, ••• , —
7 mx m„

with m¡£kZ, i.e., & is a finite k-fraction.
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Theorem 5. The Hausdorffdimension of the set of limit points £ £ A(T(A)) such

that

K     71-    72

for all finite k-fractions ~ , is 8(Y(k)).

Let us recall that the function A -+ 8(Y(k)) is a strictly decreasing Lipschitz

continuous function on [2, oo) and satisfies 8(Y(2)) = 1 and lim/i^0Cá(r(A)) =

^ , see, e.g., [PS].
As a final application we would like to mention a result of the first author

and D. Pestaña, see [FP].

Theorem [FP]. Let il be a planar domain, other than C, C \ {a}, and which is

not conformai to B\ {0}. Then, if f : B —► Q is holomorphic,

(I) HD{6:   inf dist(f(rew),dil)>0}>8(Ci).
0<r<l

The result is sharp in the sense that for each such Q and for f being a covering

map one has equality in (1). Moreover for each n £ [8(d) ,1], there is f as

above with the dimension in ( 1 ) equal to n.

Here dist means euclidean distance, and dQ denotes the boundary of £2.

Appendix. Distribution of horodisks. Proof of Lemma 3

In this appendix we will assume that 3î has at least a cusp. Lemma 3 follows

from the following result about distribution of horodisk.

Theorem 5. There exists p £ (0, )f) and a compact set K of R such that for

every cusp Z the set A„(Z) of horodisks corresponding to this cusp with base

points in K and radii R £ [p"+x, p") satisfies for all n > no(Y, Z)

#An(Z) (—V
\pn J

The proof of Lemma 5 follows the lines of Proposition 4 in [S2] and is a con-

sequence of asymptotic estimates of the orbital counting function. For groups

of finite co-volume, the case considered in [S2], these estimates are classical [N],

for our case (geometrically finite groups) they are due to S.J. Patterson and they

are as follows.

Let r be a discrete group of hyperbolic isometries of the unit ball B" . Let

co, n £ B" . We define N(r, co, n) as the number of elements y £ Y such that

y(n)£ {x £A:pB(œ,x)<r}

where pB denotes the hyperbolic distance in B" associated to the metric ds =
Jrf£l
l-|.vp •

Theorem. If Y is geometrically finite, then there exists ro > 0 depending on u>

and n such that

N(r,n,cú)~erS        for r > r0

where 8 is the exponent of convergence of Y.
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